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Abstract
This paper discusses building lightweight ontologies for faceted search user interfaces with Named

Entity Recognition (NER) from textual data. This is studied in the context of building a Knowledge

Graph for the textual indexing of interview videos in the in-use WarMemoirSampo system, consisting

of a Linked Open Data service and an open semantic web portal for contextualized video viewing. It

is shown that state-of-the-art NER tools are able to find entities from textual data and categorize them

with high enough recall and precision to be useful for building facet ontologies, without involving

considerable manual domain ontology engineering. To enable entity disambiguation and to be able to

show relevant contextual information and useful links for the users of the portal, also Named Entity

Linking techniques are employed.
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1. Introduction

In the 1930s, S. R. Ranganathan introduced the idea of faceted classification in Library Science.

Related to this idea, the faceted search paradigm [1, 2], called also view-based search [3] and

dynamic taxonomies [4], is based on indexing data items along orthogonal category hierarchies,

i.e., facets (e.g., subject matter, places, times, etc.). The user can select categories on the facets

in free order, and the data items included in the selected categories are considered the search

results. After a selection, a count is calculated for each category, showing the number of results

for that selection, which is useful for guiding the search. In [5], ontologies that interlink the

data in a semantic web application were used as a basis for associating data to the facets. The

paradigm has been found suitable for, e.g., Semantic Web user interfaces in cultural heritage
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(CH) applications, such as [6, 7, 8], and various tools for faceted Linked Data-based search and

browsing [9] have been developed, such as /facet [10], SPARQL Faceter [11], and Sampo-UI [12].

In the Linked Data [13] context, applications typically use pre-defined ontologies [14] for

facets, the same that have been used for annotating the underlying metadata. For example, in [8]

the vocabularies
1

of the Getty Research Institute were employed. Ontologies can also be created

in many ways, typically involving domain experts in manually engineering the ontologies for

some specific needs [15]. In many cases such vocabularies or ontologies may not be readily

available, and manually creating one might not be feasible, for example, when the metadata

to be searched has not been structured (like is the case in, e.g., museum collections) but are

available only in textual form. The vocabularies then have to be constructed bottom-up from

the textual data.

In this paper, we argue that it is possible to build lightweight ontologies [16, 17] by applying

state-of-the-art Named Entity Recognition (NER) [18] methods to textual data to find named

entities of different categories, and that these lightweight ontologies can be used to enable

the search, exploration, and analysis of data on a faceted search user interface. We show how

lightweight facet ontologies can be built from the entities found with NER and the textual

objects linked to the created ontologies to enable ontology-based information retrieval.

These topics are studied in the context of WarMemoirSampo, which is a Linked Open Data
(LOD) resource of Finnish Second World War (WW2) veteran interview videos [19], as well

as an in-use semantic portal
2

for easy access to them. It hosts a collection of 159 videos, with

approximately 400 hours of playtime in total, where veterans mostly reminisce about their lives

during and after the wartime. WarMemoirSampo is realized by combining NER and Named
Entity Linking (NEL) [20, 21, 22] on the video content descriptions, and enriching video metadata

with related information from the linked entities in the WarSampo knowledge graph [23] and

Wikidata [24]. The original video content descriptions consist of free-form notes in Finnish,

which are time-indexed to enable finding video segments based on the discussed topics. In

WarMemoirSampo, the videos and their segments are indexed [25, 26] with the extracted

metadata.

The paper complements our earlier papers about WarMemoirSampo: [27] presents the

general concept of publishing, searching, and watching the interview videos using Linked Data

while [19] gives an overview of the data and text processing and of building the semantic portal

to make use of the data.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents related work relating to the topics of

this research. Section 3 discusses the data used in WarMemoirSampo. Section 4 explains the im-

plementation of NER and NEL for building the facet ontologies, which are evaluated in Section 5.

In Section 6, the ontologies are shown in use in the faceted search of the WarMemoirSampo

portal. Section 7 summarizes the results of the paper.

1

https://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/

2

The portal: https://sotamuistot.arkisto.fi/
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2. Related Work

Digitized cultural heritage documents and artefact collections have inspired many scholars in

creating applications for searching, browsing, and recommending data. Typically the dataset

metadata is utilized in the search applications to find artefacts based on their metadata simi-

larly [28, 29, 30]. In addition, enriching the metadata using knowledge extraction methods is

sometimes possible depending on the collection. For instance, Europeana
3

collections consist

of more than 50 million CH objects provided by partner institutions across Europe [31, 32].

The Europeana portal provides users with tools to find interesting objects from their digitized

collections. This includes also utilizing named entities to recommend content. Similarly, NER

has been used in archaeology and war history to build data search applications [33, 34]. In the

case of archeology, in addition to using named entities, Brandsen et al. [33] have evaluated

BERT-based NER for information retrieval with an archaeological text collection, including

advanced search capabilities.

There are several NER tools and models for extracting named entities from Finnish texts.

Lately, the three most notable tools are StanfordNER [35], FiNER [36], and FinBERT’s NER

models [37]. Out of the three, the BERT-based models for Finnish are evaluated as the most

accurate so far [37, 38, 39].

On lemmatization, the more traditional method is based on finite state transducers (FST),

for which Omorfi (Open morphology for Finnish) [40] is a prime example for the Finnish

language; another one, Voikko
4
, has been in development for many years. A newer method,

which uses deep neural networks, is exemplified by the TurkuNLP Neural Parser pipeline

[41]. WarMemoirSampo employs both methods, using FST to correct errors made by neural

networks.

3. WarMemoirSampo Data

The WarMemoirSampo knowledge graph is built from source data that was available in spread-

sheet format (CSV). The source data consists of video and interview metadata with textual

descriptions of video contents. The core component of the metadata are spreadsheet tables

with timestamped textual descriptions of the things being discussed on the interview videos,

divided into temporal segments of various lengths. The free-form notes in Finnish and the

video segmentation are created originally at the time of the interviews, and later transformed

into structured data. The videos and their metadata were provided by the veteran organization

Tammenlehvän Perinneliitto and the National Archives of Finland.
5

The interviews were carried out in Finnish, which is more challenging for natural language

processing than for example English: its rich morphology
6

is burdensome for lemmatization

and Named Entity Recognition (NER). Currently, Finnish is one of the most well-resourced

3

https://www.europeana.eu/
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https://voikko.puimula.org/

5

More information about the WarMemoirSampo project can be found at: https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/projects/

war-memoirs/en

6

Finnish contains around 15 cases and various suffixes, which result in a number of surface forms that may

reach well over 2000 for a single word.
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languages for Natural Language Processing (NLP) [42]. However, since the interviews were

realized in colloquial, dialectal Finnish, not even the state-of-the-art speech-to-text algorithms

proved robust enough to cope with them: according to our test, only the standardized general
language (yleiskieli) produces adequate results presently, in contrast to colloquial and regional

variants
7
.

The free-form notes made by the interviewers during the conversations were used as the

primary textual data. They do vary in scope and were not originally meant to be used as

sources of information the way WarMemoirSampo requires. Their sentences are not necessarily

complete and grammatically correct; abbreviations also abound. This aggravates the challenge

posed by Finnish, especially regarding lemmatization and entity recognition.

The source data also contains interviewees’ name, date and place of birth, length and place

of the interviews, links for the respective interview videos on the YouTube platform, and other

metadata. The notes for each interview are divided into rows, roughly corresponding to a

sentence; they also feature a timestamp related to their location in the YouTube video. These

timestamps are nevertheless not unique, since several consecutive rows usually present the

same timestamp, marking the start of the first row in the group. For WarMemoirSampo these

rows were grouped together, resulting in several minutes long video segments, which became

our main data unit for this project.

4. Building the Facet Ontologies

The facet ontologies are mostly built by applying NER to the source data, which extracts

categorized entities mentioned in the interview notes. This approach is further advanced by

applying two separate pre-existing NEL tools on the interview notes, which link to Wikidata

and to the WarSampo LOD service on Finnish Second World War history [29, 23] based on the

mentions of known entities. The idea for using the NEL approaches in addition to NER, is to

be able to show links to further information about the topics that are being discussed in the

interviews at a certain time, and also to enrich entity information with alternative labels to be

able to automatically reconcile known duplicate entities. For example, a person can be referred

to with multiple names which is impossible for NER to handle, as is the case for Mr. “Aarne

Juutilainen”, also known and mentioned as “Saharan kauhu” (“The dread of Sahara”). After the

NER and NEL steps, the created entities are reconciled into six separate lightweight ontologies.

This process is depicted in Fig. 1.

4.1. NER Entities and Categories

Named entity recognition was performed using the Secompling library
8
, which aims at providing

an integrated interface for various Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools in Finnish. The

module responsible for lemmatization and NER employs two tools developed by the TurkuNLP

research group
9
: Neural Parser pipeline [43] and Finnish NER [37], which are based on the BERT

7

There is an ongoing effort to collect different kinds of Finnish speech: www.lahjoitapuhetta.fi

8

https://version.aalto.fi/gitlab/seco/secompling
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https://turkunlp.org/
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Figure 1: The NER approach is complemented by two separate NEL approaches, using pre-existing

NEL solutions, which link to WarSampo and Wikidata. After this the entities are reconciled and six

separate lightweight ontologies are created for different domain categories.

model FinBERT [38], also developed by the TurkuNLP group. The parser outputs CoNLL-U
10

documents, which include lemma, part-of-speech (POS) tags, and dependency relations. The

NER tool labels each word with an IOB tag to mark the Inside, Outside or Beginning of the

entities, and a category tag.

Secompling combines the results obtained via both tools in order to fix errors made by either

one. For example, at times their tokenization differs: a word that is split by the NER tool is not

split by the parser. This may create conflicts if the latter marks it as a proper name but the

former does not provide tags for any of its parts. On the other hand, a single entity may be

assigned different tags. Wrongly tokenized words may also affect the quality of the POS tags. It

is possible to fix some of these errors by aligning the results and combining them heuristically.

A total of 1220 documents were altered to produce better parsing. In almost all cases, tokens

10
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were split so that they started with a punctuation mark and were assigned the wrong POS tag.

Separating these punctuation marks improved the results.

Aligning the results also provides lemmatized forms for the recognized named entities. This

is indispensable, since the NER tool only tags words found in the text without analyzing them

any further. However, the morphological richness of Finnish means that words very often do

not appear in their basic form, so they must be lemmatized. The lemmatization module in

Secompling uses the third-party libraries Voikko and uralicNLP (whose backend is Omorfi) in

order to check and possibly fix the basic forms provided by the parser, using their POS as input.

Out of the 18 categories recognized by the NER tool, only the following were used as classes:

Person, Product, Organization, Event, and a combination of Location (LOC), Facilities (FAC)

and Geopolitical entities (GPE) as Place. An attempt is made to internally link person entities

containing only one word (presumably either first name or surname) to corresponding full-

named entities previously detected in the same text; failing that, they are ignored. Moreover,

military units were systematically removed from the results, since the recognition provided by

the Warsa-linkers tool used in WarSampo was deemed sufficient for this project.

Specific lemmatization heuristics are applied to named entities, since they are often formed by

more than one word with different inflections
11

. A simple ad-hoc evaluation with 100 random

entities indicates that the Neural parser has a lemmatization accuracy of 0.84 when it comes

to named entities, which is a significant depart from the scores of 0.951–0.972 reported in [41]

for datasets of texts in Finnish. This is probably due to the overall lack of multi-word entity

lemmatization and the typographic errors in the texts. Secompling raises this entity-specific

score to 0.96. However, at this point Secompling is not able to perform external linking, therefore

it cannot differentiate accurate named entities from errors in recognition and/or lemmatization.

As a compensatory measure, manual correction of entities is used, so that entities can be

removed, or their lemma and/or category can be changed.

During the transformation a set of correction rules were applied to the results in order to

remove and correct the entities to be shown in facets: Ambiguous single-name person entities

were discarded, which amount to over 500. A total of 336 entities were blacklisted, including 182

organizations (which overlap significantly with locations, when the entities are facilities such

as hospitals, airports, etc.; they might be recognized as either one), 63 locations (mostly related

to military units), 30 events (many overlap with locations) and 61 products (mostly deemed

irrelevant). For four entities the category was changed, in 221 cases labels were changed, and in

45 cases both the category and the label had to be changed.

4.2. Parallel NEL Linking to Wikidata and WarSampo

In addition to the NER process, two separate NEL processes are used directly on the source data.

The NEL processes are based solely on the texts in the interview notes.

WarSampo. The WarSampo system includes a data and ontology infrastructure for repre-

senting Finland in World War II. The WarSampo knowledge graph (KG) [23] consists of around

100 000 persons, 51 000 places, 16 000 military units, 166 000 photographs, 26 000 war diaries,

and 3000 war veteran memoir articles, among others, with large amounts of links between

11
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entities. The persons contains the casualty register [44] of the National Archives of Finland,

containing detailed information about all 94 700 people killed in action in Finland during WW2,

as well as a person register of all of the 4200 Finnish prisoners of war [45] and 5600 notable

individuals from other data sources (Wikipedia, etc.) [46]. WarSampo also uses the official

Place Name Register of Finland by National Survey as an external domain ontology, served on a

separate SPARQL endpoint.

In WarSampo, textual event and photograph descriptions were linked to persons, places,

and military units using the Warsa-linker tool [47]. In WarMemoirSampo, Warsa-linker was

re-used to link mentions of persons, places, and military units to corresponding entities in the

WarSampo KG. After the NEL phase, metadata of the linked entities was pulled with SPARQL

queries from the WarSampo KG, and new entities were created to WarMemoirSampo based on

the retrieved metadata, with links to the original entities.

Wikidata. In order to link and identify entities with the Wikidata knowledge base, the

named entity linking tool Nelli [48, 49] was utilized. In the WarMemoirSampo context, Nelli

is configured to first lemmatize texts using the Turku Neural Parser pipeline and then to link

the results with ARPA [50]. ARPA is a configurable entity linking tool that can be configured

for different services; in the case of WarMemoirSampo, the tool was configured to link places,

units, and people to Wikidata.

In the interviews, the veterans mention some of their comrades in arms and superiors. It is

easy to identify and link the most notable officers, however, disambiguating regular soldiers

is hard. The latter are often mentioned by only first name and/or surname and there can be

several namesakes, so that more information would have been necessary to differentiate them.

Therefore, the linking strategy is centered around notable figures present in Wikidata.

In terms of place linkage, several Wikidata ARPA configurations are used to link places

such as continents, countries, cities, as well as smaller places such as towns and villages. It

can be challenging to match former Finnish place names to Wikidata due to varying practices

in classifying place entities (e.g., towns or urban settlements) or missing labels, e.g., entities

Paanajärvi or Muolaa in Wikidata. Moreover, places that were annexed to Russia often changed

their names from Finnish to Russian, and some place names were lacking their original names

mentioned in the interviews. When such clear shortcomings in Wikidata were identified by

manual inspection, we contributed to Wikidata by adding the missing Finnish names.

4.3. Reconciling Entities Between NER and NEL

After applying NER and two different NEL tools, there are a large number of duplicate entities.

Most of these are due to the different processes finding entities for the same words in the text,

whereas in some cases one entity is referred to with multiple names. The numbers of entities

found by class and source are given in Table 1. The “Entity Class” column corresponds to

the entity class, “NER” corresponds to the number of entities created with the NER process,

“WarSampo” and “Wikidata” correspond to the number of entities created from the respective

NEL sources.

The generated named entities from different steps are disambiguated between the different

data sources based on 1) matching the sets of URIs received for them from LOD data sources,

and 2) matching entity types and names. The entities are then reconciled by merging the found



Table 1
Numbers of entities from the NER and NEL processes separated by entity class and including the final

number of reconciled entities from the separate processes.

Entity Class NER WarSampo Wikidata Reconciled Entities
Place 1613 961 350 1840

Person 209 159 42 310

Organization 594 0 16 610

Military Unit 0 112 5 117

Event 66 0 0 66

Product 51 0 0 51

duplicates. The numbers of disambiguated and reconciled named entities per entity class are

shown in Table 1 column “Reconciled Entities”.

5. Evaluating the Facet Ontologies

The six facet ontologies consist of entities of the corresponding entity class with label and

source information, but no links between the entities. The entities from the NEL processes

also contain links to the entities in external systems and metadata pulled from them. The facet

ontologies by entity class are:

1. Places contain 1840 place entities (found in the notes of all 159 interviews) from NER,

WarSampo, and Wikidata. NER recognizes a broad range of places into this category,

including countries, municipalities, cities, towns, geographical formations like islands and

rivers, and buildings such as churches, train stations, and airfields. The WarSampo linking

links to all place types in the WarSampo KG, consisting of municipalities, cities, and

various types of smaller geographical locations. The Wikidata linking links to continents,

countries, cities, and municipalities. The place entities with most links from the interviews

are important locations in the war: The Karelian Isthmus, Finland, Helsinki, Vyborg, Svir.

On the other hand, there is a long tail of places with varying relevance and some clear

errors.

2. Persons contain 310 person entities (found in the notes of 126 out of 159 interviews)

from NER, WarSampo, and Wikidata. The most referenced entities are prominent figures

during the wartime, including, e.g., the Finnish commander-in-chief C.G.E. Mannerheim,

Joseph Stalin, and Finnish commissioned officers. Due to the rather small size, it was

possible to clean this facet ontology of erroneous entities. However, one of the most

referenced entities “Ehnrooth” is actually a group of several prominent Finnish commis-

sioned officers with that surname. In some cases the first names are used as well and these

are disambiguated to a specific Ehnrooth. In other cases, such as mentions containing

only a surname, it is not possible to disambiguate person entities, except in cases like

“Mannerheim”, which can be disambiguated with high confidence.

3. Military Units contain 117 entities (found in the notes of 122/159 interviews) from

WarSampo and Wikidata. The entities are mostly different infantry regiments, but also

contain some often referenced general entities like reserve officer school, headquarters,



and air force. As they come only from applying NEL to curated contents, there are no

clear errors present and the entities don’t seem to contain duplicates.

4. Organizations contain 610 entities (found in the notes of 155/159 interviews) from

NER and Wikidata. Almost all of the entities come from NER and the scope of the

organizations seems to be very broad, including a few often referenced entities like the

White Guard, Waffen-SS, and the Finnish War Veteran Association. In addition to the few

entities with a large amount of mentions, there is a long tail of organizations, such as

schools, companies, museums, travel agencies,and clubs, for many of which it is difficult

to ascertain their identity without listening to how they are referenced in the actual

interviews and trying to find information from external sources. Some of these seem like

errors in NER categorization, but could be names of, e.g., companies instead. Due to the

high number of entities and the effort it takes to study their identities, this ontology was

left rather unfinished, but with some of the clear errors removed. Also the NER assigned

many military units into this class, which were removed due to them being found best

with the WarSampo linking.

5. Events contain 66 entities (found in the notes of 151/159 interviews) from NER. The most

referenced entities are very relevant: Winter War, Continuation War, Lapland War, and

Civil War. Half of the entities are battles, usually named after the place of occurrence. As

the number of entities is low, it was easy to manually curate the list.

6. Products contain 51 entities (found in the notes of 25/159 interviews) from NER. These

have a low number of references overall, and there are no entities with high number of

references. The ones with most references (3) are military aircraft makes and models.

There are also car brands, medals, and a variety of entities, which, like in the case of

organizations, would require plenty of effort to study their identities, and some of them

are probably errors.

Due to the fully separate NER and NEL processes, in some cases we ended up creating multiple

named entities from one entity mention in the text. This occurs when locations like “Iisalmi

church” are mentioned, of which we get named entities for both “Iisalmi” (a municipality) and

“Iisalmi church”.

After the ontologies were initially created and the WarMemoirSampo Portal set up, it was

possible to observe the facet ontologies in use and to spot errors and irrelevant entities. Several

iterations of adjusting the entity blacklists were done at this point. In this iterative process of

improving the ontologies, it was found out that in some cases the inspection of whether an entity

is having the right class required listening to the interviews to get the context what is being

discussed. This would have been different had we been working with the actual transcriptions

of the interviews instead of concise and varying notes.

The results of this process were evaluated by inspecting the final named entities assigned

to twenty random interview segments. They contain a total of 99 recognized entities. Out of

these, 88 were exact identifications and three entities were doubly recognized, as explained

above. Additionally, two entities were mistakenly linked
12

, two mistakenly recognized and four

received the wrong category; and five were not recognized. This adds up to a Precision of 0.919

12

One entity was disregarded, since a typographical error led to a wrong identification: Turkin saari instead of

Turkinsaari. Entity without links (a total of 5) were considered correct.



(or 0.889 when disregarding double recognitions) and a Recall of 0.875 (0.846), and an F1 score

of 0.897 (0.867).

A more robust entity linking system could avoid mistaken links, but due to disambiguation

effects it could also help avert erroneous entities and categories. Improving the lemmatization

of named entities could also raise this score in case some entities are not recognized due to their

surface form.

6. Faceted Search User Interface

Sampo-UI [12] is a JavaScript framework for building web-based user interfaces for KGs pub-

lished in SPARQL endpoints. The ideas and design choices behind Sampo-UI have been gradually

developed in the context of the general Sampo model [51], which have guided the implementa-

tion of a series of public semantic portal prototypes
13

since 2002, mostly in the cultural heritage

domain. As faceted search is the key search paradigm in Sampo-UI, it was a natural tool of choice

for implementing a user interface that utilizes the new facet ontologies which are published

within the WarMemoirSampo KG.

In the current version of Sampo-UI, a new user interface is implemented by writing a set

of JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) configuration files
14

accompanied with corresponding

SPARQL queries
15

, which are then automatically used as input parameters for assembling a

fully functional modern web application called WarMemoirSampo Portal
16

, which uses data

directly from the WarMemoirSampo SPARQL endpoint
17

.

The simplest solution for delivering the interview videos to users would be a clickable list of

videos with thumbnails, possibly with an option to search for the titles of the videos. The aim of

the WarMemoirSampo Portal is to go far beyond this by enabling search functionalities that

can dig out specific segments inside the long interviews. This way the user can start watching

an interview directly at a point where an entity of interest (e.g. person, place, military unit)

is mentioned. In addition to enhanced search tools, the underlying facet ontologies make it

possible to provide rightly timed contextual links when the user is watching the video. Using

the links the user can learn more
18

about the entities mentioned in the current segment of the

interview video.

At the front page of the portal the user can choose between three distinct faceted search

perspectives:

1. Interviews perspective for searching whole interviews using a free combination of 10

facets.

2. Segments perspective for searching specific segments inside the interviews with same

facets as in the Interviews perspective.

13

See the full list of semantic portals based on the Sampo model at https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/applications/sampo.

14

https://github.com/SemanticComputing/veterans-web-app/tree/master/src/configs

15

https://github.com/SemanticComputing/veterans-web-app/tree/master/src/server/sparql/veterans/sparql_

queries

16

The portal is published at https://sotamuistot.arkisto.fi

17

The SPARQL endpoint is available at https://ldf.fi/warmemoirsampo/sparql

18

Links to WarSampo and Wikipedia are provided as explained in subsection 4.2.
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https://github.com/SemanticComputing/veterans-web-app/tree/master/src/server/sparql/veterans/sparql_queries
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3. Directory perspective for searching all automatically recognized named entities mentioned

on in the interview notes, and accessing the segments where the entity is mentioned.

Fig. 2 illustrates how the five video segments in which the place Äänislinna (Petrozavodsk) and

the military unit JR 50 are both mentioned can be found using two facet selections. In addition

to faceted search, the underlying facet ontologies can be used for implementing exploratory

search functionalities. As an example of this, Fig. 3 portrays how the 4566 distinct geographical

references within the segments are plotted on an interactive map. Clicking a marker on the

map opens a popup which provides links to all segments where the place is mentioned.

Faceted search offers a few key benefits to the users of WarMemoirSampo that would be

missing if only traditional text search would be available. Notably, with faceted search the

user does not need to know what she is searching for. This makes it possible to quickly find

unexpected interesting things in the interviews. For example while browsing through the values

of the Mentioned Product facet the user may pay attention that the famous Finnish spreadable

cheese Koskenlaskija is mentioned in one interview segment. By clicking the search result the

user can watch the segment, which happens to include a story about Koskenlaskija cheese

saving a person’s life
19

.

Because the faceted search shows the user the hit counts for each option in the facets, the

user can also get a general idea about the things that the interviewees are talking about with

almost a single glance. For example, in the Mentioned place facet most hits are, unsurprisingly,

19

The interviewed veteran gave his comrade a Koskenlaskija cheese packet and the comrade moved away from

his normal battle station to eat the cheese, just before a bomb hit and killed the other person in that station.

Results: 5 segments that mention the place Äänislinna AND military unit JR 50 

10 facets for
semantic
searching 

Figure 2: Faceted search for segments inside interview videos in the WarMemoirSampo portal. The

left-hand side shows the facets with hit counts and the search results are displayed on the table view

in the middle.



Links to
segments where 

Venezuela is
mentioned 

Map tab for geographical search 

Figure 3: An exploratory search scenario in the WarMemoirSampo portal where the map view is se-

lected to access the video segments that mention a specific place.

certain places in Karelia where most important events of the war took place, and where most

of the soldiers were fighting. Germany is also mentioned quite often, interestingly more often

than Russia or Soviet Union. On the other hand, when looking at places with only one or few

hits, the user can find some surprising and interesting entities, such as Brazil mentioned in an

interview. While this kind of comparison can be useful, it should not be taken too seriously, as

the entities are disambiguated only based on the entity name and class. For example, for some

place names, there are actually multiple places with the same name and in these cases they are

grouped together as one entity. The main goal of finding named entities in WarMemoirSampo

is to facilitate the search, which makes these issues less relevant than they would be in some

other cases.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented the idea of building lightweight ontologies for faceted search

with NER, and shown how state-of-the-art NER and NEL tools ware used in the WarMem-

oirSampo system to create good enough lightweight ontologies to provide facet options in a

faceted search user interface. This approach follows the trend in Semantic Web research to

shift from the heavy use of formal semantics towards leveraging the collection of distributed,

heterogeneous data using light-weight ontologies [52].

In the entity recognition task, we achieved an F1 score of 0.90 for a small sample of 20

interview segments, discounting wrong links, entities and categories. Our lemmatization task

had accuracy of 0.96 within a sample of 100 entities. Improving lemmatization could have



positive knock-on effects on NER; so could enhancing the linking system.

We have shown how to find entities from Finnish textual data and categorize them with

high enough recall and precision to be useful for building facet ontologies in practice, without

involving considerable manual domain ontology engineering. However, the created facet

ontologies would still benefit from some post-processing to remove erroneous and non-relevant

entities, and from organizing them into hierarchies, which would facilitate search using higher

level categories. However, in our case this was deemed not necessary as the number of entities

is not very large.

The WarMemoirSampo data is relatively small, containing ca. 323 000 triples. The tools used

in this study would scale up for a few times larger datasets without any effort. However, the

NER tool, which is the key component for our approach, would scale even better. The amount

of manual work required with the facet ontologies might also increase as the source data size

increases, but the extent of this would depend on the data. In the future, we will further research

this approach of using NER to extract entities for building facet ontologies in different contexts.

In the cultural heritage domain, transforming data into Linked Data often requires manually

curated data transformation processes that align the data with the used data models and

ontologies according to defined rules [6, 8, 53, 23]. The ontologies are either manually engineered

or in some cases pre-existing vocabularies and ontologies may be used that fit the needs of

the data publication. The approach of building facet ontologies with NER presented in this

paper could significantly reduce the effort required to create Linked Data from textual datasets.

As facet ontologies can be built from data bottom-up, it becomes easier to implement faceted

search for searching, browsing and visualizing the data.
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